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NATURE OF THE CASE

Following a bench trial in 2012, defendant was convicted of the kidnapping and

murder of seven-year-old Maria Ridulph in 1957. The trial court imposed a life sentence on

the defendant's murder conviction and defendant appeals.

' ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. Whether the evidence sufficiently proved defendant guilty of kidnapping and

murder beyond a reasonable doubt where defendant was positively identified by an

eyewitness 54 years after the crime occurred.

2. Whether the trial court abused its discretion by admitting evidence of

defendant's mother's against-interest statement, which implicated defendant, as well as

other-crimes evidence and testimony that defendant s wife opened his safe for the police.

3. Whether the trial court properly excluded evidence including investigative

reports from 1957 as well as testimony that a police officer once considered another man to

have been a potential suspect in 1997.

4. Whether there was any sentencing error with respect to defendant's

kidnapping and abduction convictions where the trial court sentenced defendant solely for

the offense of murder.

JURISDICTION

On December 10, 2012, defendant was sentenced to life imprisonment solely for the

offense of murder. C. 393; R. 1446-48. Defendant timely appealed. C. 394. No issue is raised

concerning this Court's jurisdiction.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

I. INTRODUCTION

This case concerns the kidnapping and murder ofseven-year-old Maria Ridulph, who

was taken from the street in front of her home in Sycamore, Illinois in 1957. In the days and

' weeks that followed, the townspeople, the police, and the FBI conducted a large but

s  

unsuccessful search for her. R. 697-99, 945. Five months later, Maria's body was found in

the woods, nearly 100 miles northwest of Sycamore, in Jo Daviess County. R. 907-09. The

case remained unsolved unti12011.

At the time of Maria's abduction, defendant John Tessier was 18 years old. R. 681-

85, 794-96, 939-40; C. 373; Pl. Ex. 7. He had been expelled from high school and lived with

his parents in Sycamore, two blocks away from Maria's family's home. After Maria was

taken, defendant joined the military, changed his name to Jack McCullough, and eventually

became a police officer in the state of Washington. R. 157-58; C. 23, 373. In 2011, 54 years

after Maria was taken, defendant was arrested in Seattle and charged with her murder (Ill.

Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, pars. 358, 360), her kidnapping (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, par.

384), and the abduction of an infant (Ill. Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, par. 385 (victim under the

age of 12)). C. 22-24. Defendant was subsequently extradited to Illinois. C. 41.

Prior to trial, the court assessed the admissibility of evidence offered by the defense.

C. 193-95, 224-31. The proposed evidence included six pages of FBI reports prepared in

1957 as well as the testimony of former Sycamore police officer Pat Solar. Icl. The FBI

reports included statements made by defendant and his parents to investigators shortly after

1 Where applicable, the State will refer to witnesses by their surnames from 1957.
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the crime. C. 286-91. With the exception of defendant, all of the declarants and witnesses

were deceased. R. 569. According to an offer of proof, Solar would testify that, in 1997, he

issued athree-page press release stating that he once believed another man had been the most

promising suspect to date. C.229-31. The court ruled that the FBI reports were inadmissible,

and that Solar's testimony concerning an alternative suspect was too speculative to be

relevant. R. 574; Supp. R. 95.

II. DEFENDANT' S TRIAL

A. 1957-1958: The Disappearance of Maria Ridulph.

At trial, the State presented the following evidence. On December 3, 1957, the town

of Sycamore had its first snowfall and, around 6:00 p.m., Maria and her friend, eight-year-old

Kathy Sigman, went to play outside near the intersection of Archie Place and Center Cross

Street. R. 798-800, 821-22. Maria and Sigman both lived on Archie Place; defendant and his

family lived two blocks away on Center Cross Street. R. 681-85, 794-96, 939-40; Pl. Ex. 7.

Although it was dark outside, Sigman testified that there was a streetlight illuminating the

corner. R. 801.

As the girls played, a man walked up Center Cross Street, approached them, and

introduced himself as "Johnny." R. 800-02, 820-22. Sigman had never seen him before. R.

802. He was slender and wore a multicolored sweater. R. 801, 831. He had big teeth, and his

hair had what Sigman described as a "flip" to it. Id. In 2011, Sigman identified defendant,

John Tessier, as the man she saw that night. R. 812-13, 986. Defendant asked the girls if they

wanted a piggyback ride. R. 800, 825. Maria said yes and got on his back and they went up

the block and returned. R. 800-02, 831. When they came back to the corner, defendant asked
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the girls if they liked dolls and Maria ran to her house to get one. R. 803. While Maria went

to get a doll, Sigman and defendant stood together near the well-lit corner. R. 803-804, 826.

During this time, Sigman got a good look at defendant, particularly his face. Id. After Maria

returned, Sigman went to her own house for a pair of mittens. R. 804-OS, 834. When Sigman

returned to the corner, she saw that defendant and Maria were gone. ld.

Sigman went to Maria's house and told Maria's brother, Charles, that she was

missing. R. 806. Sigman continued to look for Maria outside and yelled her name, but Maria

was nowhere to be found. R. 806, 835. Eventually, Sigman went home, told her mother about

Johnny and Maria, and spoke to the police. R. 806. As word of Maria's disappearance spread

through town that night, the townspeople and the authorities began to search for Maria and

her kidnapper in Sycamore. R. 695-97, 724, 772-75, 926-28, 945.

Numerous witnesses testified that, in 1957, defendant drove a gray two-door coupe,

which had hand-painted flames on the sides. R. 884-89, 924-26. The night Maria

disappeared, defendant had plans in Sycamore. Cheryl Crain, a friend of defendants then-

girlfriend, testified that defendant was supposed to pick up his girlfriend and Crain from a

hobby store in town that night. R. 769-73. Defendant never showed. Id. Dennis Twadell,

defendant's friend, testified that after he heard the news about Maria's kidnapping, he called

defendant, but defendant was not home. R. 928. Twadell also testified that, as a young man,

defendant often wore a multicolored sweater. R. 924-26.

Defendant's half-sisters, Katheran and Jeanne Tessier testified that defendant was not

home that night. Katheran, who was in the seventh grade at the time, testified that she lived

in a small house on Center Cross Street with her father, Ralph, her mother, Eileen, her
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younger sister, Jeanne, her younger brother, Bob, and her older half-brother, defendant. R.

856-66, 871; Pl. Ex. 9. In the summertime, the Tessier family often took trips to the Apple

River Valley area in Jo Daviess County. R. 882-83. Katheran testified that, in 1957,

defendant was tall, thin, had wavy hair, and often wore a multicolored sweater, which Eileen

had knit for him. R. 857-58, 887-92.

Before Maria disappeared, Katheran had not seen defendant at home for at least a day

or two. R. 875. At around 7:00 p.m. on the night of the kidnapping, Katheran's father, Ralph,

was driving her home when they saw police cars around town and heard the news about

Maria's kidnapping. R. 892-94.Once they arrived home, Ralph and Eileen left the house to

help search for Mazia while Katheran, Jeanne, and Bob stayed at home. R. 871-73. Katheran

recalled that defendant was unaccounted for and that Eileen was upset. R. 872, 898-99. That

night, Katheran, Jeanne, and Bob remained in the living room of the Tessier home. R. 873-

75. Ralph barricaded the house's side door and the children locked the front door from the

inside. Id. Katheran fell asleep around midnight and neither her parents nor defendant had

come home. Id. The next day, FBI agents interviewed Eileen and Katheran heard Eileen tell

them that defendant had been at home the night before. R. 875-82, 899-900. After the

kidnapping, Katheran never saw defendant wear his multicolored sweater again. R. 885.

Jeanne Tessier was ten years old when Maria was taken. R. 942. Jeanne testified that

defendant was her half-brother as well and that, in 1957, his hair was curly. R. 941. Jeanne

recalled sleeping in the living room the night Maria disappeared. R. 945-46. According to

Jeanne, defendant was not at home that night and was not present when she woke up the
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following morning. R. 945-48, 953. After Maria disappeared, Jeanne heard her mother tell

several FBI agents that defendant was at home the night Maria was taken. R. 947-48.

Pamela Long was 14 years old when Maria disappeared. R. 746-47. Some time before

Maria's disappearance, Long knew a boy named Johnny who lived in her neighborhood. R.

754-55, 759-60. Long described him as tall, and thin with "strange teeth." R. 755. She

recalled that his dirty blonde hair had a "flip" to it. Id. Johnny would often take Long for

piggyback rides near her house. R. 755. The last time Johnny ever gave Long a piggyback

ride, he took Long several blocks away before Long's father spotted them, pulled her away,

and took his daughter home. R. 756-58. Long was uncertain when this incident occurred. R.

759-60. Long also testified that an "Old Man Tessier" lived in a house on her family's

property. R. 749-50.

After Maria's disappearance, Kathy Sigman had near daily contact with the police

and the FBI. R. 807-10, 827-28. Sigman estimated that the police showed her photographs

and lineups of thousands of potential suspects. Id. Sigman never identified anyone as the man

she saw that night. Id.

On April 26, 1958, Maria's body was found under a tree in a wooded area

approximately 100 yards from the roadway off of U.S. Route 20 in Jo Davies County. R.

907-09; Pl. Ex. 10. She was found wearing only some of the clothes she was last seen in—

a checkered shirt, a white undershirt, and socks. Pl. Ex. 10, at 4-7. Her remains had been

exposed for some time. Pl. Ex. 10, at 4-6; Pl. Ex. 76-77. The coroner noted that the back of

Maria's undershirt was "moderately stained and wet with a light red fluid ***." Icl. The area



where Maria's body was found was only a short distance away from Apple River Canyon

State Park. Pl. Ex. 13.

B. 1994: The Statement of Eileen Tessier.

Defendant's mother, Eileen, died of cancer on January 23, 1994. R. 900. Before her

death, Eileen made a statement to two of her daughters, defendant's other half-sisters Janet

and Mary, implicating defendant in Maria's murder. Janet testified that Eileen had been

inpatient at an area hospital for several weeks prior to her death. R. 960-62. According to

Janet, at some point during her hospital stay, Eileen said to Janet and Mary, "Those two little

girls and the one that disappeared, John did it. John did it and you have to tell someone. You

have to tell someone." R. 967. Janet testified that her mother was emotionally disturbed prior

to her death, but was coherent when she implicated defendant in Maria's murder. R. 975-78.

Janet reported her mother's statement to the Sycamore police and the FBI, but nothing came

of it. R. 968-69.

C. 2008-2011: The Identification and Arrest of Defendant.

In 2008, Janet contacted the Illinois State Police and the investigation was reopened.

R. 969-70, 981. Special Agent Brion Hanley was assigned to the case. ld. On September 9,

2010, in the presence of another officer, Hanley showed Sigman a sequence of photographs

of six young men, which included a picture of defendant from the late 1950s. R. 809-13, 984-

91; Pl. Ex. 1(a)-(fl. Sigman positively identified defendant as the man who she saw with

Maria. R. 812-13, 986; Pl. Ex. 1(d). At trial, Sigman testified that the last time she saw

defendant's face was on December 3, 1957. R. 813.
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Maria's body was exhumed in July 2011 and her skeleton was examined by forensic

anthropologist Dr. Krista Latham. R. 1040-41. Dr. Latham found evidence of several "cutting

events" on Maria's skeleton. R. 1066-77, 1094-95; Pl. Ex. 12(a)-(~. Each of the cuts was

several inches in length, and each began in the area near the throat and sternum and

intersected with the interior of the vertebrae. Id. Dr. Latham opined that these cuts were made

with alarge-bladed instrument, but she could not determine if they were made perimortem

or postmortem. Id.

On June 29, 2011, defendant was arrested in his home in Seattle and subsequently

extradited to Illinois. He was escorted from Seattle to the DeKalb County jail by Seattle

police detectives Cloyd Steigler and Michael Ciesynski. R. 1163, 1195. During the trip,

defendant told Steigler to "pay special attention" to how long it took to get from Chicago to

Sycamore. R. 1166. Defendant said that, the night Maria was taken, he hitched a ride from

Chicago to Rockford because Rockford was closer to Sycamore. R. 1167. Defendant said

that, while he was in Rockford, he made a phone call to his step-father, Ralph, but when

Ralph could not pick him up, he hitchhiked home. R. 1168. Defendant said that he climbed

into his house through a window and that his family was surprised to see him the next

morning. R. 1168-69.

Detective Ciesynski testified that, during the extradition, defendant said that he was

in Chicago when Maria was kidnapped. R. 1198. Defendant also said that, at some point, he

hitchhiked from Rockford to Sycamore. R. 1198-1201.

Sergeant Steven Cook of the Sycamore police department testified that he helped

execute a search warrant in defendant's home in Seattle when defendant was arrested. R.



1224-27. Cook was asked about defendant's gun safe and the defense objected. R. 1227. The

State was then allowed to admit, subject to connection through the testimony of Kirk

Swaggerty, Cook's testimony that defendant's wife, Susan, opened the safe for the police and

that there was ammunition found inside. R. 1227-30. Cook stated that the fact that

defendant's wife had opened the safe for the police was never released to the public. Id.

After his arrest in June 2011, defendant was held at the DeKalb County jail awaiting

trial. Three of defendant's fellow inmates—Kirk Swaggerty, John Doe,' and Christopher

Diaz—testified that defendant made several admissions concerning Maria's murder. The

State's Attorney made no promises to or agreements with any of these witnesses in exchange

for their testimony. R. 1002, 1026-27, 1146, 1245-46.

The first inmate witness was Kirk Swaggerty. Swaggerty was convicted of first-

degree murder, unlawful use of a weapon by a felon, and a prior narcotics offense. R. 1232-

37, 1247-48. Some time between mid-July and mid-August of 2011, defendant told

Swaggerty that Maria's death was an accident; that Maria fell from defendant's shoulders

while he was giving her a piggyback ride and that she began to scream. R. 1241-42.

Defendant said that he accidentally suffocated Maria while trying to keep her quiet. R. 1241-

46. Defendant said he was confident the authorities would not find any DNA evidence

linking him to the crime on Maria's body, but that if they did he would consider a guilty plea.

R. 1243. Defendant told Swaggerty that Maria was "a very pretty girl." R. 1243-44. Defen-

dant also complained to Swaggerty that, after he was arrested in Seattle, the police made his

wife open up a safe in the home and asked her questions about whether defendant abused her.

'- Prior to trial, the court allowed Doe to testify as a confidential witness. R. 649.



R. 1242. Swaggerty testified that he would likely die in prison and came forward against

defendant because he felt like it was the right thing to do. R. 1246.

Circa September of 2011, defendant shared a cellblock with John Doe and

Christopher Diaz. R. 1002-04. Most of defendant's conversations were with Doe, but were

overheard by Diaz, who was Doe's cellmate. R. 1129-33. Doe was convicted of home

invasion and murder in 1986 and sentenced to natural life. R. 1127, 1146-48. While serving

his sentence, Doe was convicted of additional weapons offenses and property damage. Id.

In September 2011, defendant told Doe that, while he was giving Maria a piggyback

ride, he was running down an alley with her on his back; he slipped and fell and she hit her

head. R. 1134-35. Defendant then said that he took Maria to his house, crawled on top of a

garbage can, pulled Maria inside, and "had her inside the bedroom." R. 1135. Defendant said

that, at some point, his mother learned that he "had" Maria in the house and that his mother

despised him because of it. R. 1136. Defendant initially said that he had choked Maria to

death, but later said that he had strangled her with a wire. R. 1138. Afterwards, defendant

put Maria in the back of his car—a car which he had painted flames on—and "got rid of [her]

body" in the woods in Jo Daviess county. R. 1138-39. Defendant said that at some point he

called the FBI about the case and gave them information that came to him in a "dream" in

order to put the authorities off course. R. 1143-45. Finally, defendant asked Doe for help

dealing with "a snitch," an inmate who was going to testify against him, but Doe declined.

R. 1134.

Diaz, an illegal alien, was in custody facing charges of aggravated criminal sexual

abuse and probation violation. R. 999-1000, 1018-25. Diaz had prior convictions for mob
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action, the possession of fraudulent identification, and unlawful contact with streetgang

members. R. 1001, 1018-25. Diaz denied his membership in a gang. Id.

Diaz testified that he was present when defendant told Doe about Maria's death. R.

1002-05. Diaz recalled that defendant said that after he took Maria he "had [her] in his house

for quite a while and that his mom knew about it." R. 1005. Defendant said that he had

strangled Maria with a wire and made agarrote-like motion with his hands. R. 1005-07.

Defendant also stated that at some point he had hit Maria on the head but that her skull was

"intact." R. 1009. In other conversations, defendant said that he had thrown investigators off

by telling them that he did not have a car at the time of Maria's disappearance when in fact

he had a car, one with flames on it that he had painted himself. R. 1011-12. Defendant said

that he wanted to kill the prosecutor, then-State's Attorney Clay Campbell, and that the State

had little evidence except for his mother who had died, "his sister" (without specificity) and

"this other little girl ***that he gave a piggyback ride in his dad's father's house." R. 1013-

16. Finally, defendant asked both Diaz and Doe if they could "do anything" to Kirk

Swaggerty to keep him from testifying. R. 1017.

Sergeant Katherine Christensen of the DeKalb County jail testified that Diaz was

classified as a member of a streetgang. R. 1279-81. The State rested and the trial court denied

defendant's motion for a directed verdict. R. 1284-89.

D. Defendants Case.

Mary Tessier testified that she was present with her sister, Janet, when her mother,

Eileen, who was near the end of her life, told the girls, "He did it." R. 1292-94. Mary
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attempted to ask her mother questions, but Eileen did not respond. Id. Mary testified that she

nevertheless understood what her mother had meant. R. 1296-99.

Dr. John Prabhakar performed minor surgery on Eileen Tessier on January 10, 1994.

R. 1314-18. At the time, Eileen was receiving the medications morphine and Haldol

intravenously. Id. Dr. Prabhakar spent approximately 30 minutes with Eileen and his notes

indicated that she was "pleasantly confused" and disoriented during their pre-surgical

discussion. R. 1315-16. Dr. Prabhakar recalled a report, for which no date was given, stating

that Eileen had been diagnosed with an "unspecified psychosis" but Dr. Prabhakar, a

surgeon, did not make that report and could not comment on Eileen's mental fitness. R.

1319, 1325-26. The defense rested. R. 1329.

During closing argument, the State reviewed the evidence against defendant. R. 1333-

43, 1372-84. Defendant argued that there was too little evidence of how Maria was killed,

and that both Sigman's identification of him and the testimony of his fellow inmates was

unworthy of belief. R. 1343-72.

III. VERDICT AND SENTENCING

Before rendering the verdict, the trial court stated that it found credible all of the

witnesses for both sides. R. 1386-90. The court further stated that, although Diaz, Doe, and

Swaggerty were jailhouse witnesses, it nevertheless found their testimony credible. R. 1386-

88. The court also stated that Sigman's testimony and identification of defendant was "most

convincing," and the court found defendant guilty on all charges. R. 1390-91.

Defendant's posttrial motion was denied and defendant elected to be sentenced under

1957 guidelines. R. 1406-09; C. 395. After arguments in aggravation and mitigation,
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defendant made a lengthy statement in allocution in which he denied responsibility for

Maria's murder and claimed that he had been exonerated by "4,000 pages" of excluded FBI

reports. R. 1438-46. After defendants statement, the court merged defendant's kidnapping

and abduction convictions into his conviction for murder and entered a life sentence on that

offense only. R. 1448; C. 394. Defendant timely appealed. C. 398.
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ARGUMENT

On appeal, defendant alleges that his conviction should be reversed due to (1)

insufficient evidence, (2) the improper admission of the State's evidence, and (3) the

improper exclusion of defense evidence. Defendant also claims that he was (4) improperly

sentenced. For the reasons that follow, defendant's conviction and sentence should be

affirmed.

I.

DEFENDANT WAS PROVED GUILTY OF THE KIDNAPPING AND MURDER

OF MARIA RIDULPH BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT.

(Response to Defendant's Argument n

Defendant first contends that the State's evidence was insufficient to prove him guilty

of kidnapping and murder beyond a reasonable doubt. The State disagrees.

Although only defendant's conviction for murder is before this Court, the State will

address defendant's conviction for kidnapping as well. The Criminal Code of 1957 defines

murder as "the unlawful killing of a human being *** with malice aforethought ***." lll.

Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, par. 358. "Malice shall be implied when no considerable

provocation appears, or when all the circumstances of the killing show an abandoned and

malignant heart." Id. The Code also defines kidnapping as the willful and unlawful

confinement of any person against his or her will. Ill. Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, par. 384.

These offenses have not changed over the years. See 720 II.CS 5/9-1, 10-1 (West 2010).

When a criminal defendant challenges the sufficiency of the evidence underlying his

or her conviction, " ̀the relevant question is whether, after viewing the evidence in the light

most favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential
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elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.' " (Emphasis in original) People v. Collins,

106 Ill. 2d 237, 261 (1985) (quoting Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319 (1979)). Under

this standard, it is the for the trial court judge sitting as the trier of fact to weigh all of the

evidence, to draw reasonable inferences therefrom, and to resolve any conflicts therein.

People v. Siguenza-Brito, 235 Ill. 2d 213, 224, 228 (2009). Accordingly, a criminal

conviction will not be set aside unless the evidence was so improbable or unsatisfactory that

there exists a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt. Id.

At trial, Kathy Sigman testified that she saw defendant, who introduced himself by

name and wore a multicolored sweater, give Maria a piggyback ride shortly before he was

left alone with her and they disappeared. R. 800-06. The victim's body was found months

later, near the Apple River Valley area, partially clothed in some of the same items she was

last seen wearing. Pl. Ex. 10, at 4-7. Defendant was familiaz with the area where the victim's

body was found from family vacations. R. 882-83.

It isblack-letter law that the testimony of a single witness identifying the defendant,

if it is positive and the witness credible, is sufficient to affirm a criminal conviction.

Siguenza-Brito, 235 Ill. 2d at 228. It is also for the trial court to draw reasonable inferences

from the evidence. ld. at 224. Under the circumstances, it was not unreasonable for the trier

of fact to infer that defendant—the last person seen with Maria before she was taken— was

the same person who kidnapped and murdered her.

Furthermore, defendant gave vague and inconsistent statements concerning his

whereabouts at the time Maria was taken. Statements or conduct indicating that the accused

tried to cover up the crime or deflect the investigation are evidence of the defendant's
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consciousness of guilt. People v. Milka, 211 Ill. 2d 150, 181(2004). For example, defendant

told Detective Ciesynski that he was in Chicago at the time Maria was kidnapped. R. 1197-

99. Defendant also told Detective Steigler that he was either in or between Chicago,

Rockford, and Sycamore when the crime occurred; the timeline, however, was quite hazy.

R. 1166-69.3 Meanwhile, Kathy Sigman unequivocally stated that defendant was at the

intersection of Archie Place and Center Cross Street in Sycamore at around 6:00 p.m. on

December 3, 1957. R. 800-06. Defendant's failure to give a true and consistent account of

his whereabouts for the time the crime was committed was evidence of his consciousness of

guilt. See, e.g., People v. Hommerson, 399 Ill. App. 3d 405, 410 (2d Dist. 2010).

Similazly, defendant told the detectives that, when he returned to Sycamore that night,

he climbed into his house through a window and that his family was surprised to see him the

next morning. R. 1168-69. But neither of defendant's half-sisters, who were home, saw or

heard defendant that night. R. 874-75, 945-53. Meanwhile, defendant s mother, Eileen, lied

to the FBI and said that defendant was at home that night when he was not. R. 881-82, 947-

48. Eileen later recanted the alibi she provided for defendant before she died. R. 967, 1292-

99; cf. Hommerson, 399 Ill. App. 3d at 410 (wife's recantation of husband's alibi was

probative of husband's guilt). Defendant also had plans to pick up his girlfriend and her

friend in town that night but, without explanation, he never showed. R. 769-73. In short, but

for the testimony of Kathy Sigman, defendant was otherwise unaccounted for when Maria

3 In his pretrial notice of intent to pursue an alibi defense, defendant stated that he

was in either Chicago or Rockford when Maria was taken. C. 283. Defendant, however,

ultimately declined to present an alibi defense at trial. R. 501, 1329.
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was kidnapped. See Anne T. McKenna, 3 Jones on Evidence: Civil and Criminal § 17:55 (7th

ed. 2003) ("Evidence that defendant had an opportunity to commit a crime is relevant to

identify him as the perpetrator.").

The evidence also points to the conclusion that defendant concealed evidence linking

him to the crime. Kathy Sigman testified that when defendant approached her and Maria, he

was wearing a multicolored sweater. R. 800-06. Katheran, defendant's half-sister, testified

that defendant had such a sweater and that, after Maria was taken, she never saw defendant

wear that sweater again. R. 858, 885-88. It would not be unreasonable to believe that

defendant destroyed or discarded the sweater because it was evidence of a serious crime, and

the destruction of incriminating evidence strongly indicates guilt. See People v. Abernathy,

402 Ill. App. 3d 736, 753 (4th Dist. 2010). The same holds true for evidence that defendant

joined the military and changed his name after Maria disappeared. See Hommerson, 399 Ill.

App. 3d at 410 ("Evidence of flight and the use of an assumed name may be used as proof

of consciousness of guilt.")

Pamela Long, who lived in Sycamore as a young girl, testified that a young man

fitting defendant's description used to give her piggyback rides. R. 754-60.Once, the young

man took her several blocks away from her home; her father spotted them and pulled her off

of his back. ld. The fact that the young man took Long several blocks away is remarkably

similar to defendant's conduct with Maria. As factual similarities increase, so does the

probity of other-crimes evidence. People v. Donoho, 204 Ill. 2d 159, 184 (2003).

What is more, defendant confessed to Kirk Swaggerty, John Doe, and Christopher

Diaz that he kidnapped and killed Maria. R. 1002-05, 1134-35, 1241-46. Defendant gave
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several different versions of the event. For example defendant told Swaggerty that Maria's

death was an accident; that he waited until Sigman left and that Maria fell off of his back

while he was giving her a piggyback ride; that she began to scream, and that defendant had

accidentally suffocated Maria as he tried to silence her. R. 1241-46. Defendant's account to

Doe and Diaz, however, bespoke something more grave than an accident. Defendant told

Doe and Diaz that, after he took Maria for a piggyback ride, he took her to his house and

"had" her there before he killed her. R. 1005, 1135.4 Defendant also said that he strangled

Maria with a wire. R. 1005-07, 1138. While Doe's and Diaz's accounts were consistent with

each other, all three accounts were consistent on the same basic point—that defendant

admitted his sole responsibility for Maria's kidnapping and murder.

Defendant claims, however, that Swaggerty, Doe, and Diaz were all "refuted" by the

testimony of Dr. Krista Latham. Def. Br. 29-30. Not so. Dr. Latham examined Maria's

skeleton and found evidence that Maria had been stabbed. R. 1066-77, 1094-95; Pl. Ex.

12(a)-(~. At trial, Dr. Latham was clear that those stab wounds could have been the cause

of death or they could have been the result of postmortem staging. Id. Furthermore, in light

of defendant's multiple inconsistent statements, there is no reason to believe that he told

Swaggerty, Doe, and Diaz the complete truth about how Maria died. After all, "[o]ne of the

most effective ways to lie is to mix falsehood with truth." Williamson v. United States, 512

'~ It is unclear what defendant meant by the word "had" in this context. The State

would note that Maria's body was found without pants. Pl. Ex. 10. Evidence that a murder

victim was found unclothed may be consistent with sexual assault. People v. Hansen, 313

lll. App. 3d 491, 498 (2000) (quoting People v. Bounds, 171 Ill. 2d 1, 43 (1995)).



U.S. 594, 599-600 (1994). It is thus an open question as to precisely how Maria was killed;

she may have been strangled or she may have been stabbed. Either way, however, Maria was

clearly murdered. See People v. Huggy, 19 Ill. App. 3d 247, 251 (1st Dist. 1974) (in a trial

for murder, direct testimony concerning the cause of death is not required).

Outside of his jailhouse confessions, defendant also made several additional

significant admissions that were also probative of his guilt. First, defendant told Doe and

Diaz that he repeatedly tried to mislead the authorities, once in 1957 concerning his car, and

at another point with information he received in a dream. See R. 1011-12, 1143-45.

Reasonable, innocent people do not attempt to obstruct criminal investigations. See People

v. Spraggins, 309 Ill. App. 3d 591, 593 (3d Dist. 1999). Next, defendant told Swaggerty that

he would "talk plea bargains" if the authorities had any DNA evidence connecting him to the

crime. R. 1243. A defendant's statement that he would consider or accept a guilty plea

demonstrates consciousness of guilt. See, e.g., United States v. Castillo, 615 F.2d 878, 885

(9th Cir.1980). Finally, defendant sought to have Doe and Diaz prevent Swaggerty from

testifying. R. 1017, 1134. Reasonable, innocent people do not direct others to intimidate or

to attempt to influence a State's witness. See People v. Barrow, 133 Ill. 2d 226, 261-62

(1989). Kathy Sigman's testimony and the supporting evidence demonstrate defendant's guilt

beyond a reasonable doubt.

Defendant's sufficiency-of-the-evidence arguments do not warrant a different result.

Defendant first challenges Sigman's identification. He points out that Sigman was 8 at the

time of the crime and that 54 years had elapsed between the night Maria was taken and the

day Sigman identified him in 2011. Def. Br. 22-23. Thus, as defendant would have it, the
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sheer amount of time elapsed between the event and the identification is enough to disregard

Sigman's identification altogether.

It is well established, however, that courts use five factors to evaluate an eyewitness

identifications, such as: (1) the witness's opportunity to view the suspect during the offense;

(2) the witness's degree of attention; (3) the accuracy of any prior descriptions provided; (4)

the witness's level of certainty at the time of the identification procedure; and (5) the length

of time between the crime and the identification. People v. Slim, 127 Ill. 2d 302, 307-08

(1989) (citing Neil v. Biggers, 409 U.S. 188, 199 (1972)). These five factors, known as the

Biggers factors, are considered together and no one factor, such as the length of time, is

diapositive. See, e.g., People v. Piatkowski, 225 Ill. 2d 551, 570 (2007).

As for the first and second factors, at trial, Sigman testified that she had an excellent

opportunity to view defendant: She and defendant were left together on a well-lit street

corner and her detailed description of defendant as a young man indicates that, even for a

child of 8, she paid close attention to him. See R. 803-04. There was no one else around and

so there were no other faces for Sigman to focus on. Although Sigman testified that there was

a streetlight on the corner, defendant points to an undated, somewhat blurry, black-and-white

picture of the corner included in the record. Def. Br. 23; Pl. Ex. 80. Defendant claims that

there is no streetlight in the picture, which "refutes" Sigman's testimony that there was a

streetlight on the corner. Def. Br. 23. Given the picture, that is a bit of a leap. Again, there

is no indication of when the picture was taken; it could have been taken before a streetlight

was installed or after one was removed. Furthermore, it is not altogether clear that defendant

is correct about the streetlights absence. A hard look at the somewhat blurry picture reveals
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a post (just to the left of the intersection) that certainly could have been a streetlight. See Pl.

Ex. 80. Regardless, the picture does not disprove Sigman's testimony that the corner was

well lit. Given Sigman's level of attention and her uncontradicted testimony that she was

alone with defendant that night on swell-lit corner, the first two identification factors favor

the State.

As for the third factor, Sigman's prior descriptions of defendant were not introduced

in evidence. Therefore, this factor is neutral. The fourth factor, the witness's certainty at the

time of identification, clearly favors the State. Both Special Agent Hanley and Sigman

testified that Sigman's identification of defendant was unequivocal. R. 809-13, 984-91.

Furthermore, Hanley presented the six photographs to Sigman in sequence, which is

generally considered a more reliable method of identification than simultaneous presentation.

See Nancy K. Steblay et. al., Seventy-Two Tests of the Sequential Lineup Superiority Effect:

A Meta-Analysis and Policy Discussion, 17 Psychol. Pub. Poly & L. 99, 128-30 (2011);

Thomas P. Sullivan, Three Police Station Reforms to Prevent Convicting the Innocent, 17-

APR CBA Rec. 30, 33 (2003). More importantly though, through all of the lineups and

show-ups after Maria's disappearance, and through all of the intervening years, defendant

was the only person Sigman identified as Maria's kidnapper and her identification of

defendant never wavered. Sigman's level of certainty cuts in favor of the State.

Concededly, the fifth factor, the time between the crime and the identification, favors

defendant. However, this one lone factor weighing in defendant's favor does not render

Sigman's identification incredible or implausible. Our supreme court has reversed a criminal

conviction based solely on eyewitness testimony in only one instance. In People v. Smith,
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185 Ill. 2d 532 (1999), an eyewitness to a shooting admitted to using drugs at the time of the

crime, did not notify the police of her involvement until days later, gave multiple inconsistent

statements regarding where she was when she saw the shooter, and had a motive to lie in

order to deflect blame from her sister's boyfriend who was also a suspect. Id. at 545. Under

those circumstances, no reasonable trier of fact could have accepted the eyewitness's

testimony as credible. Id. The same cannot be said of Sigman. While an interval of 54 years

is not insignificant, there is nothing inherently improbable in an eyewitness making a

credible identification after so much time. As our supreme court has said, "a long delay

between the crime and the identification" should be considered by the trier of fact, the delay

alone "is not enough to overturn a conviction on reasonable doubt grounds." Piatkowski, 225

Ill. 2d at 570.

Defendant also suggests that this case is different because the crime was murder and

the offense occurred decades ago. Def. Br. 19-34. There is not, however, one law for old

crimes and another for new ones, or a burden of proof for murder that is different than, say,

robbery. The reasonable-doubt standard is what applies in every criminal case. See Smith,

185 Ill. 2d at 545. Here, the balance of the Biggers factors demonstrate that Sigman's

identification of defendant was sufficiently reliable, and it was not unreasonable for the trial

court to credit Sigman's testimony or to find defendant guilty on that basis. See Sigctienzn-

Brito, 235 Ill. 2d at 224 (the testimony of a single positive, credible eyewitness is sufficient

to convict).

Defendant's remaining challenges to the sufficiency of the evidence do not alter this

result. Defendant devoted his entire defense at trial, and much of his brief on appeal, to
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arguing that the inculpatory hospital-room statement made by his mother, Eileen, was not

reliable. Def. Br. 31-34, 49-56. The issue is largely diversionary. For one thing, where events

fell on the timeline during Eileen's hospitalization—from when she made her statement, to

when and how much she was medicated—is not clear from the testimony. For all the record

• shows, Eileen could have made her statement while she was either fully alert or "basically

comatose," as one of her daughters described. R. 1292. More importantly, the statement had

little impact on defendant's trial. The import of Eileen's statement was that she had lied to

the FBI and that the statement was the eventual catalyst for the reopening of the investiga-

tion. Despite those contributions to the narrative, however, the statement was hardly the

centerpiece of the prosecution's case-in-chief and it was not referenced by the trial court.

The testimony of inmates Swaggerty, Doe, and Diaz, however, had a significant

impact. Against the weight of their testimony, defendant argues that it was not credible

because, in essence, all.three were criminals. Defendant cites People v. Rivera, 2011 II. App

(2d) 091060, for support. In considering his argument, it is important to keep in mind that

extrajudicial confessions require independent corroboration, whereas eyewitness testimony

does not. See Siguenza-Brito, 235 Ill. 2d at 224-25.

In Rivera, the defendant gave a highly questionable confession, which was difficult

to reconcile with DNA evidence from the crime scene indicating that he was not the

perpetrator. Rivera, 2011 II. App (2d) 091060, 9[y[ 30, 38, 44-45. The only evidence

supporting the confession was the testimony of three jailhouse informants, two of whom

could not be found credible. Id. One of the informants had a motive to implicate the

defendant because of a conflict with the defendant's family; the other attempted to sell
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discovery materials from the defendant's case to the press. Rivera, 2011 IL App (2d) 091060,

9[ 38. Particularly in view of the highly exculpatory nature of the DNA evidence, the appellate

court found that the witnesses could not be believed and that the questionable confession had

insufficient support. Id. Notably, there was no eyewitness to the crime in Rivera. But here,

unlike Rivera, there was an eyewitness and none of the informants was shown to be

unworthy of belief. Indeed, the trial court stated that it was fully aware of the inherent

infirmities in the witnesses' testimony, but nevertheless found them credible. See Milka, 211

Ill. 2d at 178 ("the weaknesses in the evidence that defendant cites on appeal were all

presented to, and rejected by, the jury"). Rivera, therefore, is distinguishable.

Finally, to the extent defendant believes his conviction was predicated on"nostalgia,"

statements invoking "the gentle, small-town nature of Sycamore," and the "sympathy [and]

the romance of the 1950s" (Def. Br. 19), his comments severely distort the record.

Defendant's trial was not about where Maria was taken from; it was about who kidnapped

and killed her. The record shows that the trial court carefully weighed and considered the

evidence without sympathy or prejudice. When all of the evidence is considered, a reasonable

trier of fact could (and did) find defendant guilty of Maria's kidnapping and murder beyond

a reasonable doubt.
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THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY ADMITTED EVIDENCE OF AN

INCULPATORY STATEMENT MADE BY DEFENDANT'S MOTHER, AS WELL

AS OTHER-CRIMES EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY CONCERNING DEFENDANT' S

SAFE.

(Response to Defendant's Argument IIn

Defendant contends that the trial court should not have admitted: (1) testimony

concerning Eileen Tessier's hospital room statement; (2) Pamela Long's testimony that

"Johnny" gave her piggyback rides; and (3) testimony concerning defendant's safe in his

Seattle home. Defendant claims that the challenged evidence was irrelevant and that its

admission was prejudicial. Def. Br. 49-64. These issues were preserved for review. C. 363-

69; see People v. Enoch, 122 Ill. 2d 176, 186 (1988).

Only relevant evidence is admissible. Ill. R. Evid. 402 (eff. Jan. 1, 2011). Evidence

is relevant if it tends to prove or disprove any fact of consequence. Ill. R. Evid. 401 (eff. Jan.

1, 2011). A trial court has wide latitude to admit or exclude evidence and its evidentiary

rulings will not be reversed absent an abuse of discretion. People v. Caffey, 205 Ill. 2d 52,

89 (2001). A trial court abuses its discretion to admit evidence when its ruling is fanciful or

no reasonable person would have found the evidence relevant or admissible. Id.

A. Statement Against Interest.

Eileen Tessier'shospital-room statement—that defendant "did it"—was admitted as

a statement against her penal interest under Illinois Rule of Evidence 804(b)(3). See lll. R.

Evid. 804(b)(3) (eff. Jan. 1, 2011). The hearsay rule bars the admission of an unswornout-of-

court statement. But, pursuant to Rule 804(b)(3), a statement against one's own interest is

admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule when the statement: (1) "at the time of its
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making *** tended to subject the declarant to civil or criminal liability" and (2) is

corroborated by circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness. See Ill. R. Evid. 804(b)(3). The

exception is founded on the commonsense notion that, in light of the consequences,

reasonable people tend not to make potentially ruinous, self-inculpatory statements unless

they are likely true. Williamson, supra, 512 U.S. at 599. The exception's placement as an 804

rule of evidence means that it is applicable only when the declarant is unavailable. See Ill.

R. Evid. 804(a) (eff. Jan. 1, 2011).

Defendant initially argues that Eileen's statement was not reliable for various reasons.

Def. Br. 49-57. However, that line of azgument goes to the statement's weight, not its

admissibility, and, in a bench trial, issues concerning the weight of the evidence are the

province of the trial court. Siguenza-Brito, supra, 235 Ill. 2d at 224-25. Defendant also

argues that Eileen's statement would be inadmissible under the more stringent framework

for extra judicial confessions set forth in Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284 (1973). See

Def. Br. 49-57. That argument too is misplaced because whether a statement is admissible

under Chambers is a separate question from whether it is admissible under Rule 804(b)(3).

Michael H. Graham, Graham's Handbook of Illinois Evidence § 804.3, pp. 975-77 (10th ed.

2010) (hereinafter Handbook); cf. People v. Thompkins,121 Ill. 2d 401, 428 (1988) (relevant

evidence need only be admissible on one ground). Accordingly, the State turns to the issue

of whether Eileen's statement was properly admitted under Rule 804(b)(3).

As noted, Eileen's statement implicated defendant of the kidnapping and murder of

a little girl, and implicated herself of obstructing the investigation into those crimes.

Defendant argues, however, that Eileen's statement was not truly against her penal interest
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because she might not have faced prompt penal consequences. Def. Br. 49-57. That

argument, however, assumes that Eileen knew she was going to die before she could be

prosecuted (which is not at all clear from the record) and that, if charged, Eileen would have

elected not to waive the passage of the statute of limitations, (which is merely an affirmative

defense and not an absolute bar toprosecution). Def. Br. 52-54. Defendant cites no authority

to support his position regarding the admissibility of Eileen's statement.

A close reading of Rule 804(b)(3), however, reveals that in order for the statement

to be admissible, it need only "tend" to subject the declarant to criminal liability "at the time

the statement was made." See Ill. R. Evid. 804(b)(3); Handbook § 804.3, p. 976. In other

words, one's mere exposure to criminal liability satisfies the against-interest requirement. 7

Barbara Bergman, Wharton's Criminal Evidence § 95:1, p. 479 (15th ed. 2000). The rule,

therefore, does not contain the additional requirement that the specter of a prompt and

successful prosecution of the declarant (based on the substance of his or her self-inculpatory

statement) be in the offing. Rather, a statement like Eileen's, a direct acknowledgment of

facts giving rise to liability, is quintessentially against the declarant's interest, and that is all

that Rule 804(b)(3) requires. E.g., Roberts v. Norfolk & W. Ry. Co., 229 Ill. App. 3d 706, 714

(4th Dist. 1992); cf. People v. Santiago, 236 Ill. 2d 417, 428 (2010) (courts may not read

additional requirements into the plain language of supreme court rules).

Furthermore, the circumstances under which the statement was made import verity

to its content. See generally Caffey, 205 Ill. 2d at 99. Eileen's statement was made

spontaneously and without prompting (e.g., People v. Garcia, 2012 IL App (lst) 103590, y[

99), and her statement—implicating her son in the murder of a young girl, and herself of
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covering it up—was made to her daughters, witnesses who were unlikely to have a pro-

prosecution bias. Cf. People v. Villegas, 222 Ill. App. 3d 546, 552 (1st Dist. 1991). In short,

Eileen's statement so throughly compromised interests "of sufficient magnitude or

consequence" as "to all but rule out any motive to falsify." (Footnote omitted.) 29A Am. Jur.

2d Evidence § 808 (2014). Accordingly, Eileen's statement satisfied both the spirit and the

text of Rule 804(b)(3), and the trial court did not abuse its discretion by allowing her

statement into evidence.

Defendant also appears to claim that the trial court admitted more of Eileen's

statement than he believes was admissible under the exception. Def. Br. 54. Presumably this

argument is directed at Janet's version of the statement, in which Eileen implores both girls

to "tell someone." R. 967. Although it is generally true that only the self-inculpatory portion

of the statement is admissible (People v. Gray, 378 Ill. App. 3d 701, 711 (4th Dist. 2008)),

defendant fails to explain what part or parts of Janet's recitation of Eileen's brief statement

he believes should have been omitted. See Ill. S. Ct. R. 341(h)(7) (eff. Feb. 6, 2013) (points

not argued are waived). Defendant also failed to raise the issue in the trial court and does not

raise it here as plain error. That said, the purpose of the statements-against-interest exception

is to expose one's admission to his or her prior misdeeds in a court of law (Cf. Williamson,

supra, 512 U.S. at 600-01) and it is difficult to see how a statement imploring the public

revelation of against-interest information would not further that purpose.

At any rate, any error in admitting evidence of Eileen's statement was harmless and

would not warrant reversal. Evidentiary errors may be deemed harmless if absent the

evidence the verdict would have been the same (In re E.H., 224 Ill. 2d 172, 180 (2006)), or



if the evidence was of little importance to the prosecution's case (People v. Blue, 205 Ill. 2d

1, 14 (2001) (citing Delaware v. Van Arsclall, 475 U.S. 673, 684 (1986)). Furthermore, on

review after a bench trial, it will be presumed that the trial court considered only admissible

evidence and, unless the record affirmatively rebuts that presumption, any error related to

inadmissible evidence is not reversible. People v. Burton, 2012 IL App (2d) 110769, y[ 15

(citing People v. Naylor, 229 Ill. 2d 584, 603-OS (2008)). Here, Eileen's brief statement was

not critical to the prosecution's case and the statement was not mentioned by the trial court

during the verdict. See Burton, 2012 II. App (2d) 110769, 9[ 15. Therefore, any error in

admitting Eileen's statement was, at most, harmless.

B. Other-Crimes Evidence.

Defendant next challenges the admission of Pamela Long's testimony. See Ill. R.

Evid. 404(b),(eff. Jan. 1, 2011). Prior to trial, the State sought to admit Long's testimony

that, as a young girl, she was given piggyback rides by defendant. C. 214. At trial, however,

Long testified that she was given piggyback rides byJohnny—a tall, thin boy, with wavy hair

and strange teeth—and never identified, or was asked to identify, defendant as Johnny. R.

754-60. Defendant contends that because Long did not directly identify him at trial, her

testimony was irrelevant and his trial was rendered unfair. Def. Br. 56-62.

Under Illinois Rule of Evidence 404(b), other-crimes evidence is admissible so long

as it is relevant for any purpose other than to show propensity to commit a crime. People v.

Dabbs, 239 Ill. 2d 277, 283 (2010). It is not necessary that the evidence fit into a specific

enumerated exception in order to be admissible. People v. Illgen, 145 Ill. 2d 353, 365 (1991);
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People v. Stewart, 105 Ill. 2d 22, 61-62 (1984). Rather, there need only be some clear nexus

between the "other crime" and the charged offense which creates a logical inference that if

defendant committed the other crime, he may have committed the charged offense as well.

People v. Colin, 344 Ill. App. 3d 119, 126 (1 st Dist. 2003); People v. Williams, 285 Ill. App.

3d 394, 400 (4th Dist. 1996), abr. on other grounds, People v. Reed, 177 Ill. 2d 389, 395

(1997) (sentencing).

Defendant argues that Long's testimony was inadmissible as other-crimes evidence

because, in the abstract, an older boy giving a young girl a piggyback ride, which her father

disapproved of, was not a crime, and because Long, who again was a child at the time, did

not testify that Johnny's behavior was per se sexual. Def. Br. 56-62. Defendant's argument,

however, is based on a misunderstanding of Rule 404(b). The term "other-crimes evidence"

is legal shorthand that encompasses both criminal acts and generic misconduct, or so-called

"bad acts." Such acts need not be illegal, but need only have a tendency to cast the accused

in an unfavorable light. See, e.g., People v. Pelo, 404 Dl. App. 3d 839, 868 (4th Dist. 2010)

(the possession of pornography). Accordingly, whether defendant committed a crime or

whether Long, as a child or otherwise, would have classified Johnny's behavior as "sexual"

is immaterial. In the abstract, the act of briefly luring or isolating a child may not necessarily

constitute a crime; nevertheless it is a textbook "bad act" within the meaning of Rule 404(b).

Defendant also argues that Long's testimony failed to establish that he gave Long

piggyback rides. In order to be admissible, however, proof of an "other crime" must be

beyond mere suspicion but need not be beyond a reasonable doubt. People v. Nccll, 2013 IL

App (2d)110189, y[ 47. Although Long did not directly identify defendant as Johnny, Long's
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description of Johnny was strikingly similar to Sigman's description of defendant—both

described a thin young man with noteworthy teeth whose hair had a distinctive "flip" to it.

R. 754-60, 800-03; see Pl. Ex. 1(d). Furthermore, Long testified that Johnny once took her

several blocks away from her house while giving her a piggyback ride. R. 756-58. As noted

earlier, as factual similarities increase, so does the probity and relevance of other-crimes

evidence. Donoho, supra, 204 Ill. 2d at 184; see also People v. Young, 381 Ill. App. 3d 595,

602 (4th Dist. 2008) ("[w]hile an innocent state of mind might be present in one instance,

the more often it occurs with similar results, the less likely that it was without criminal

intent").

The record also supports another basis for the admission of Long's testimony, which

was not raised below. See People v. Tripp, 306 Ill. App. 3d 941, 952 (1 st Dist. 1999) (as the

appellee, the State may defend the trial court's ruling on any grounds sustained in the record).

Other-crimes evidence is admissible to corroborate the defendant's statement to a third party,

particularly when the defendant later denies making the statement at all. See, e.g., Williams,

285 Ill. App. 3d at 400-01; People v. King, 109 Ill. 2d 514, 531 (1986).

Here, Christopher Diaz testified that, prior to defendant's trial, defendant said that

the evidence against him included testimony from "this other little girl *** that he gave a

piggyback ride [to] in his dad's father's house." R. 1013-16. Long testified Johnny gave her

piggyback rides and that an "Old Man Tessier" lived on her father's property. R. 749-50. In

closing argument, defendant denied giving piggyback rides to Long or making any such

statements to Diaz. R. 1343-72. Accordingly, Long's earlier testimony corroborated Diaz's
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testimony regarding defendant's statements—statements which defendant denied

making—and was admissible on those grounds. See Williams, 285 Ill. App. 3d at 400-01.

Moreover, even if the introduction of Long's testimony was improper, any error was

harmless. See People v. Nieves, 193 Ill. 2d 513, 530 (2000) (the "improper introduction of

other-crimes evidence is harmless error when a defendant is neither prejudiced nor denied

a fair trial based upon its admission"). As with Eileen's statement, Long's testimony was

hardly a centerpiece of the prosecution's case, and it did not result in amini-trial concerning

defendant giving piggyback rides or having other inappropriate contact with children. Cf.

People v. Cardamone, 381 Ill. App. 3d 462 (2d Dist. 2008). Therefore, even if it was error

to admit Long's testimony, the error was harmless.

C. Defendants Safe.

Defendant last contends that the testimony of Sergeant Steven Cook, regarding

ammunition found in defendant's home safe in Seattle, was irrelevant and prejudicial. Def.

Br. 62-64. However, defendant has misapprehended precisely why Cook's testimony was

relevant. The point of Cook's testimony was not that there was ammunition in defendant's

safe—it was that defendant's wife, Susan, was the one who opened the safe (R. 1227-30).

Cook testified that that information, concerning who opened the safe, was not released to the

public. ld. Meanwhile, defendant's fellow inmate, Kirk Swaggerty, testified that defendant

told him that his wife opened the safe for the police. See R. 1242. Thus, Cook's testimony

concerning the safe was relevant because it corroborated Swaggerty's testimony concerning

the safe. See People v. Bruce, 299 Ill. App. 3d 61, 65 (1st Dist. 1998) (discussing the
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conditional-relevance doctrine). The admission of Cook's testimony on that point was not

error.
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~i~

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED

EVIDENCE AS INADMISSIBLE UNDER THE ANCIENT DOCUMENTS EXCEPTION

AS WELL AS REMOTE AND SPECULATIVE THIRD-PARTY EVIDENCE.

(Response to Defendant's Argument I~

Defendant argues that the trial court erroneously excluded FBI reports from 1957 as

well as the testimony of former Sycamore police officer Pat Solar, who issued a press release

concerning the case in 1997.5 Def. Br. 35-46. Defendant also claims that the exclusion of

evidence denied him the right to present a defense. Id.; see Holmes v. South Carolina, 547

U.S. 319, 324 (2006). These issues were properly preserved for review (see Enoch, supra,

122 Ill. 2d at 186) and the trial court's decision to exclude hearsay evidence is reviewed for

an abuse of discretion (Gaffey, supra, 205 Ill. 2d at 89).

A. FBI Reports.

Prior to trial, defendant sought to admit six pages of FBI reports from 1957, which

were generated in connection with the investigation. The reports indicate that defendant and

his parents claimed to the FBI and others that he was in Rockford at some point on the night

Maria was taken. Appx. 1-6. In the trial court, defendant stated that all of the potential

witnesses and FBI agents mentioned in the six pages of reports were deceased. R. 569. On

appeal, defendant argues that the reports should not have been excluded. Def. Br. 36-43. He

suggests that they were admissible under exceptions to the hearsay rule for business records

and ancient documents. Id.

5 The proposed evidence is appended to this brief. In the reports, defendant is also

referred to as "John Cherry," which was his surname at birth. See C. 373.
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The problem with both defendant's business-records argument and his ancient-

documents argument is essentially the same: Unless used for impeachment, or to refresh a

witness' recollection, police reports are categorically inadmissible as substantive evidence.

People v. Ullrich, 328 Ill. App. 3d 811, 820 (1st Dist. 2002) (citing People v. Smith, 141 Ill.

2d 40, 68-76 (1990)); see also People v. Richardson, 48 Ill. App. 3d 307, 310 (2d Dist. 1977)

("It is basic that a police report, per se, is not admissible *** in a criminal trial" and its

introduction may constitute reversible error). This is so because such reports are generally

a summary of witness statements as well as a collection of the investigator's opinions and

conclusions. The former is inadmissible hearsay while the latter is inadmissible conjecture

and speculation.

Although defendant acknowledges the general inadmissability of such reports, he

suggests a different outcome because he, and not the State, sought their admission. See, e.g.,

People v. Williams, 240Il1. App. 3d 505, 506 (1st Dist. 1992) (rejecting the State's attempt

to admit an investigative report as a business record). Defendant's point is a distinction

without a difference because inadmissible evidence remains inadmissible regardless of who

offers it. Cf., e.g., People v. Lewis, 165 Ill. 2d 305, 342 (1995) (affirming exclusion of police

report offered by defendant as substantive evidence). As higher courts have noted, the right

to a fair trial does not vest the accused with an " ̀unfettered right to offer testimony that is

incompetent, privileged, or otherwise inadmissible under standard rules of evidence.' "

People v. Smith, 152 Ill. 2d 229, 266 (1992) (quoting Taylor v. Illinois, 484 U.S. 40Q, 410

(1988)).
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Here, there was no basis in the rules of evidence to admit the FBI reports. First, the

reports do not qualify for admission as a business or public record. Illinois law specifically

excludes the admission of any writing or record "made by anyone during an investigation of

an alleged offense or during any investigation relating to pending or anticipated litigation of

any kind" under the business-records exception. 725 ILCS 5/ 115-5(c)(2) (West 2010). As the

appellate court has said, "The statute is clear: writings and records made within the context

of investigating pending or anticipated criminal prosecutions are not to be admitted as

business records." People v. Gayton, 293 Ill. App. 3d 442, 444-45 (3d Dist. 1997).

Defendant's argument under the ancient-documents exception fares no better. Under

this exception, "[s]tatements in a document in existence 20 yeazs or more the authenticity of

which is established" may be admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule. Ill. R. Evid.

803(16), 901(b)(8) (eff. Jan. 1, 2011). The exception developed at common law in cases

affecting title and property, and it applies to documents such as "letters, records, contracts,

maps, newspapers, and certificates." Handbook, supra, § 803.16, p. 921. Defendant proposes

to extend the exception to include police reports. This Court should decline.

For one thing, defendant claims that there is a "paucity" of lllinois cases that discuss

the ancient-documents exception. Not so. In fact Illinois courts have twice stated that, "The

ancient document rule only dispenses with the need to present testimony to authenticate the

document. It does not make it admissible as substantive or illustrative evidence. [Citation.]"

People ex rel. Adams Elec. Co-op. v. Village of Camp Point, 286 Ill. App. 3d 247, 256 (4th

Dist. 1997) (collecting sources); see also Duresa v. Commonwealth Edison Co., 348 Ill. App.

3d 90, 98 (1st Dist. 2004) (same). Satisfying the exception's criteria may dispense with the
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need to authenticate the document, but it does not guarantee its admission into evidence,

which remains a matter for the trial court's discretion. Id.

Here, the trial court did not abuse its discretion by excluding investigative reports

under the ancient-documents exception. As far as the State's research can reveal, there is no

case anywhere in the country that has ever countenanced the use of police reports in such a

way. Accordingly, the cases cited by defendant, which do not concern police reports, are

easily distinguishable. See Def. Br. 37-41. In Dallas County v. Commercial Union Assurance

Co., 286 F.2d 388 (5th Cir. 1961), a newspaper article was admitted merely to show that

there had been a fire in the county courthouse nearly sixty years earlier. There the reviewing

court found the article admissible stating that it would be "inconceivable" that the newspaper

would have misreported the simple occurrence of a fire at the county courthouse. Id. at 397.

In State v. Sargent, 126 Oh. App. 3d 557 (Oh. Ct. App. 1998), the prosecution sought to

admit a certified copy of the defendant's 1966 conviction for robbery in Kentucky in order

to enhance his sentence as a "repeat violent offender" under Ohio law. Id. at 564-65.

The ancient documents introduced in Dallas County and Sargent were quite different

from the evidence at issue here. Notably, in neither Dallas County nor Sargent would the

proponent of the evidence have any motive to falsify information concerning what were

otherwise largely uncontested facts. Here, on the other hand, defendant sought to introduce

evidence that he and others made statements to the FBI shortly after Maria was taken and it

is well settled that a defendant's self-serving statements made subsequent to the commission

of a crime are properly excluded as incompetent evidence. People v. Edwards, 144 Ill. 2d

108, 161 (1991). "The rationale underlying this exclusion is that the credibility of the
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defendant is suspect and his statements are not reliable in light of the defendant's motive to

fabricate testimony favorable to his innocence." Icl.; see also Smith, supra, 185 Ill. 2d at 544

(noting that family members may lie to divert suspicion from loved ones). Said differently,

merely because the statements defendant sought to introduce were contained in an "ancient"

document, "offers little assurance of truth [as] it is unlikely that lying was less common 30

years ago." Spencer A. Gard, Jones on Evidence § 323, p. 747 (6th ed. 1972). Accordingly,

the trial court did not abuse its discretion by excluding the FBI reports.

Moreover, assuming arguendo that they were somehow admissible, the FBI reports

would not have supplied defendant with an alibi. In order to establish an alibi defense, the

accused must show that he was at another specified place during the commission of the

crime, "thus making it impossible for him to have been at the scene of the crime." (Emphasis

added.) People v. Fritz, 84 Ill. 2d 72, 76-77 (1981). At trial, it was undisputed that Maria was

kidnapped in Sycamore after 6:00 p.m. on December 3, 1957, two blocks from defendant's

home. R. 798-800, 821-22; Pl. Ex. 7. None of the statements in the reports demonstrate that

it was impossible for defendant to have kidnapped and killed Maria that night.

For example, defendant's step-father, Ralph, told the FBI that he believed defendant

was at an Air Force recruiting station in Rockford the night Maria was taken and that around

7:00 p.m., defendant placed a collect call from Rockford to the Tessier home in Sycamore.

Appx. 4. Ralph did not claim to have any direct knowledge of defendant's whereabouts.

Thus, even if Ralph's account were true, defendant could have been in Sycamore the whole

time; after all, anyone can place a collect call. Defendants mother Eileen told the FBI that

Ralph "had gone to Rockford and picked up [defendant] at approximately 8:00 p.m." Appx.



5. In Eileen's version, it is unclear whether Ralph left Sycamore at around 8:00 p.m. or

picked defendant up in Rockford around 8:00 p.m., but under either scenario, defendant

would have had more than enough time to kidnap (and possibly kill) Maria after 6:00 p.m.

and drive the roughly 40 miles to Rockford all before, according to Eileen, Ralph picked up

defendant or left the house. (Notably, Ralph did not state that he saw his son that day or that

he picked up his son in Rockford.) Staff Sergeant John Oswald (his branch of service is never

identified, but presumably he was with the Air Force) told the FBI that he spoke to defendant

on December 4, 1957, the day after Maria's kidnapping, and that defendant said he was in

Rockford the night before. Appx. 1-3. Logically, Oswald's statement could not have

accounted for defendant's whereabouts at the time of the crime. It also appears that, at some

point, defendant took a polygraph examination and passed. Appx. 6. This, too, does not make

it impossible for defendant to have been at the crime scene and, while a polygraph exam is

a useful investigative tool, its unreliability is so well established that it is inadmissible in a

court of law (Kelley v. Sheriff's Merit Comm'n of Kane County, 372 Ill. App. 3d 931, 936

(2d Dist. 2007)).

To the extent defendant stated in allocution that he had been exonerated by "4,000

pages" of FBI reports (R. 1445), the State would note that he offered only six of those pages

as evidence and that nothing in those pages tended to exonerate him. While the FBI

apparently chose to exclude defendant as a suspect at the time, based on the evidence offered

by defendant, it did so on dubious grounds. Faz from establishing defendant's alibi, the

excluded FBI reports demonstrate that it was quite possible for defendant to have been at the
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scene of the crime. Cf. Fritz, 84 Ill. 2d at 76-77. The exclusion of the reports, therefore, did

not deny defendant the right to present a defense.

B. Pat Solar.

In 1997, then-Sycamore police Lieutenant Pat Solar issued athree-page press release

on the then-closure of Maria's case. Appx 13-15. In the release, Solar stated that he received

a ca11 from an unnamed FBI agent who stated that Maria's disappearance "closely matched"

the murder of an 8-year-old girl in Pennsylvania in 1951, whom the authorities believe was

killed by one William Redmond. Appx. 14. Redmond had been convicted of assault and rape

of two young girls in Ohio in the 1930s, but was never tried for the 1951 Pennsylvania

murder. Id. Redmond maintained his innocence and died in California in 1992. Id. Solar

wrote that the lead investigator in the reopened Pennsylvania case believed Redmond was

responsible for Maria's kidnapping. Appx. 15. According to Solar, Redmond used the alias

"Billy," which Sigman could have mistaken for "Johnny," wore sweaters, and worked as a

truck driver in the area at some point. Id. Although Solaz stated that Redmond was the "best

suspect" to date, he also stated that "[w]e will never know for certain if Redmond was

responsible [for Maria's kidnapping and murder]." Id. Prior to trial, the defense used the

press release as an offer of proof, but did not state whether Solar was standing by his earlier

conclusions. R. 493. The court excluded Solar's proposed testimony as remote and

speculative. Id.

A defendant has the right to offer evidence tending to show that the crime was

committed by someone else. People v. Whalen, 158 Ill. 2d 415, 430 (1994). "Evidence of an

alternative suspect should be excluded as irrelevant, however, if it is too remote or



speculative." People v. Beaman, 229 Ill. 2d 56, 75 (2008); see also Handbook, supra, §

404.5, p. 257. Evidence is remote when it is removed in time (People v. Dukett, 56 Ill. 2d

432, 450 (1974)) and speculative if it has little or no connection to the charged offenses

(People v. Kirchner, 194 Ill. 2d 502, 540 (2001)).

Third-party suspect evidence is frequently excluded on such grounds. In Dukett for

example, our supreme court affirmed the exclusion of evidence that, several months prior to

the victim's shooting death, a third party had fired a blank cartridge at the victim in an angry

display. Dukett, 56 Ill. 2d at 448. There, the court noted that there was no evidence directly

connecting the third party to the crime at issue. Id. at 449. In Kirchner, the supreme court

affirmed the exclusion of evidence that a third party possessed the knife used in a triple

murder a month before the murders because the evidence did not undermine the third party's

claim that the defendant stole the knife. Kirchner, 194 Ill. 2d at 540.

The evidence here is even more attenuated than the evidence excluded in Dukett and

Kirchner. At best, the proposed evidence demonstrated that Redmond assaulted two young

girls in the 1930s—some two decades before Maria was taken. Although Redmond was

suspected in the 1951 murder of a Pennsylvania girl, he was never tried for that offense. In

addition, at some point, Redmond was a truck driver "working in the area," but Solar's press

release did not say when or for how long Redmond held that occupation. Tellingly, even

Solar was unwilling to declare that Redmond was Maria's killer, but instead stated that, in

his opinion, in 1997, he believed Redmond was simply the best suspect to date.

The trial court is free to reject evidence on grounds of relevancy if the evidence is

remote, uncertain, or speculative. People v. Morgan, 197 Ill. 2d 404, 455-56 (2001). Here,
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Solar's testimony was properly excluded. None of the evidence contained in defendant's

offer of proof established Redmond as a viable alternative suspect. Cf. Beaman, 229 Ill. 2d

at 75. The leap that Redmond—an at-one-time truck driver with prior convictions—was the

person who kidnapped and murdered Maria Ridulph can only be considered remote,

uncertain, and speculative where no evidence actually connected Redmond to the crime. The

trial court, therefore, neither abused its discretion by excluding Solar's testimony nor denied

defendant the right to present a legitimate third-party defense.

C. The Rules of Evidence.

At the conclusion of his argument, defendant claims that, because the State was

allowed to present the testimony of Kathy Sigman, the rules of evidence should have been

relayed to allow him to present the FBI reports and the testimony of Pat Solar. Def. Br. 46-

48. The argument is, at best, a non sequitur. Only relevant evidence is admissible. In People

v. Melock,149 Ill. 2d 423 (1992) and People v. Wheeler,151 Ill. 2d 298 (1992), for example,

our supreme court held that the rules of evidence should be relaxed so as to enable a

defendant to challenge the State's case or to shed light on an otherwise inexplicable factual

matter. Here, there was nothing to render the proposed evidence relevant in defendant's trial.

There is, thus, no reason to consider setting aside the established rules of evidence (cf. Smith,

152 Ill. 2d at 266 (quoting Taylor, 484 U.S. at 410)), where defendant cannot clear the first

hurdle of demonstrating that the evidence was even relevant.
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AS DEFENDANT WAS SENTENCED SOLELY FOR THE OFFENSE OF

MURDER, THERE WAS NO ERROR IN DEFENDANT'S NON-MURDER
SENTENCES.

(Response to Defendant's Argument IV)

As defendant notes, from 1957 to the present, there has been no statute of limitations

on murder, although there is for non-murder offenses. 720 II.CS 5/3-5(a) (West 2010); Ill.

Rev. Stat. 1957, chap. 38, par. 628. The statute of limitations, however, is extended for any

period of time where the defendant resides out of state. ld. On appeal, defendant claims that

there was insufficient evidence to extend the statute of limitations for the non-murder

offenses, and that his kidnapping and abduction convictions should have merged under one-

act, one-crime principles. See People v. King, 66 Ill. 2d 551, 566 (1977).

It is axiomatic that a conviction is final if and only if a sentence is imposed. People

v. Flores, 128 Ill. 2d 66, 95 (1989). Here, the trial court sentenced defendant solely for the

offense of murder; the trial court did not enter any sentence on defendant's kidnapping and

abduction convictions. See R. 1448; C. 394; Appx. 10. Thus, there was no error in

defendant's kidnapping and abduction "sentences" because defendant was not sentenced for

those offenses.
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CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, based on the foregoing, the People of the State of Illinois respectfully

request that this Honorable Court affirm defendant's conviction and sentence, as well as

award statutory State's Attorneys fees towards the cost of defending this appeal.
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OS}JALD stated that CH~R
HY told him that lie~~ -was given

a drain ticket to Roc
kford, Illinois by th

e Air Force. OSE~ALD

stated ghat this i.s a 
highly irregular proc

edure and that he

telephonically contacte
d Chicago to vorify thi

s story, at

:~~hich time ne learned 
thHt tho train ticScet 

hay. beoi~ furnished

by the Ar.ny i3eservo ~
ni~; loc~,i;ed at 615 vest 

Jan3ui~en, rind no

verification ~i' tnu i
nforin~;tion cuuld be obi

~ained aL tize time

o~ calling. GStiJALll stated ~Lhat :Ln l
zis opinion, ii~r~~;ar

dl~ss

of who issues the train 
picket, it would have b

een highly

irregular i;ha~ a ticitet 
to itackford would hive

 been issued

when C;iERRY~s home is in 
Sycamore and papers ref

lecting

CHE:~RY ~ s ho~t~e would ha
va been in front of ~ the

 person i ssuin~;

the ticket.

0~►~~F,LD stated that C.~f.~R~3Y h
ad told him that after

hi.s ~re jectxon he h~zd vis
ited some burlesque sh

ows in Chicago

some time bet~~een 12 noo
n razc3 5:15 p.in. Hotrever, the names

of these places visited 
wore not montioned. CH~R;~Y~ fur Sher

stated that he took the 
}:15 p.in. train, which

 according; to

USi~IALD would have arrive
d in i~ockford, illina

is, at appr~xi-

inate~.y 6:45 p,m,

USt•I~.LD stated that CH~i~
RY apparently procee

ded tv

tha~ Post Office wh~:re he
 personally contacted

 Colonel ~rU

LIBEt~WITZ, Air Porce i
teserve Co~nander, rat ap

proximately

7~~5 or 730 p.m. I~ is noted that i;Il
3~iir~rI`1'G ~s reportedly

the co-owner of the-I,ibert
~ritz Brothers machin

e or Manufactarii~;

Company in Rockford.

CHERRY reportedly L-old I
,IB~R4~~:`l'G that he had

 been

directed by the office i
n Chicago to report t

o ~th~ Recruitint;

Office in Rockford, Illin
ois, which story LIBLRv~

IT~ found -*'

diPPicult to believe ina
smuch as it is known th

at the Hecruti;:tr~:

Office is net open in the
 evening. OSy~A:~D stated, that L

Ir~~.lt;~t~'~'«'

ex~ressed ~hv opinion that
 CHERRY gave tho app

ea.~~ance of br~tcib =.~~

a ~narc~tic", and told LIBE
R'vlIT4 that he had bee

n re~ect~=. ~~~:c;a~t~~

he was unstable . 
;~•:~{

According to information
, LIBERI,IT'~~ direct

od t11i: ttKY

to the 3rc1 f"loor recru~itin~ of
fice where CHE`Rr:Y 

contr~cte.l

'Paehnical .~er~eant JOHN FROO
M. FROOM, according to 

+i;~.~:11'.i~,

si:atod that during his conversa
tion with CHER:~Y, 

CH)~:ittcY a~►p~t~x'

bewildered and looked and
 acted lilce a "lost she

op". ~'ij~~;t•1

also sated that CHERRY said 
to him that he was ~oir

,l; L•o

contact his f athcr i.n Sycamo
re and have his father 

c~~~►~e and :~;:

get him. l ~~ ~ _ 'M ~ . ` 
' ,. ~. ~ '~,,

,; .. ~~:

• 

~. Y.
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On Decembe~~ 1~, 1957~,~ OSIJALD stated that ~CHBRRY

z~turned to the Recruiting Office in Roc
kford, and during

the course of their conversation, CHF.}
3RY.~mentioned that it

~was:a food thing he was not in Sycamo
re last night because

of~ the disappearance of the girl. According to OS~lALD, no

details of the disappearance were discussed
 except that.

CF~F;PPY mentioned searching parties had be
en ell over the

gyres locking for. her. CHERRY further mentioned that Yie

would not be considered ~ suspect becaus
e hi~ girlrriend~s

.father F~as n Deputy Sheriff. O~~JALD stated that hip eon-

ver~~tion with CHLRt~Y was interrupted by
.~ phone call from

his landlady, i~ir~. Gi~'Il~~.~a, and that durii~ the conversati
on

with her he mentioned her name. Nt the conclusion of the

conversation, CFiF.RRY asked something; to 
the e.£fect, "Ts

slle relotEd to the ~GRIriE,S girls?", where
~~pon OS~~I~LD said

he hid no idea and asked for ~detailg, 
Ut which time CHLkRY

appeared well read on i;he GRIN1~~ cope in 
Chicr~~o. During the

course of their conver~~tion, U~tlHLD ~t
a~ed that G'~IERY,Y

showed hire a "little bl~ek book" which 
conte:~ned the names

snd addresses of girls in ~yc~~nore, as
 well s~ their bust

and hip measurements.

:.. ~ OS1r1~►LD stated that he had not seen CHLFiHY on

the night Hof December 3~nd his first co
ntact Frith hi~ii was

on the morning of December 4, at whic
h time Cf~EHRY W83

wearing an odd colored, flAshy shirt (
arparently conventional

tine, not slipon) with a string neckti
e. The color of his

alecks teas unrecalled. He we3 wearing a brown jec~;et made of

e fuzzy materiEl and no hEt. US1~lALD said he noticed a Might

cud ~oross the upper lip of CHERRY but
 added the cut appeared

to be fresh and could have been done wh
ile shaving.

No further investi;ation is being conducte
d regarding

the ~ above suspect, in view of the above info
rmot3.on.
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SUSPECT - JUHN SAHNEL CHERRY, r~ka. John Samuel Tessier

On~ December 6, 1957 Deputy Sheriff GLU~?GL~GOULD,
DeKa lb='County Sheriff ~ a Office, Sycamore, T llinoi s, ~eltia 1b,
advised ul~ J'~i:Gi-~ F. I~tOL~ii~T thzt he had ~us~t received an
anonymous teleohorie cell :from A woman wino i,efused to iden~ifti~
herself', but stated that a boy named TFtL~CIiI~T~;R, age about 20,
blond hair, lived in the neighborhood of the victim. Deputy
Sheriff GUULD stated that there ~~~s no further conv~r:.~ation
nor information supplied by this woman.

Gn December 10, 1957, Deputf Sheriff GUJyL was i~e-
conta cted by SA Dl~VID L. BUliTUtl and he or~vi ed et ~hi~ time
that the TRESCHNLR previously reported t~ Sk ~~UTll~i•: was in
to ct- a TLSSILR family who reside at 227 Tenter Cross in
Syoarnore. HE s~~ted he did not have any reason to suspect
any member of the TFJI.iSIT~R family r~s poasibl;/ being involved
3:n the disappearance o~ ttie victim other tYian the fact that
the oldest T~SSTER boy i~ named JOHiJ and he meets the general
description of the Un~snown ~uuject. He ~+1so Q~ated he hr~9
never heard of an3* member of the TE;SSI ,'~3 Family bring involved
in criminal action.

On December. 8, 195?, ~~r. ~~~ALPH TLSSTLtt, 227 Center '.~.
Cxoss Street, Sycamore, Illinois, advised SAs ~FRAIdIi. L. ~i~LLGTT
and.DAVID L.~ BURTON that he had discussed with hip wife, I~LF..~N, ,~~;
tYia fast that their son JOHPt TES:.;IF..H mtght fall under auspi. cion .'='

inasmuch as. he i.s approximately 5 ~ 8~~ tall, 19 years of ale, .:, ,:
has' blond hair, and his first name is JGHN. He stated that . "~-
his son way in hockford, Illinois, at the ~►ir Force recruiting .•~~. ;.~~~
office on the evening of L'ecemUer 3, 1957, end that he placed ~ ~~';.
a' oollect call from Rockford to the TESSIEft home at about :•~ -:;
7:10 .. ~:,~;::p.m. on that evening. !ie further st8ted that his ion ',,;-.r,~:~
had been in Chicago, Tll.inois, on the Iionday preceding Decemt~~x ,;,:~~ ~~
3, X957; after being rc jected for induction ~;i~to the Air Forme ':~ ' ~~.~'
becau~~: of a spot on~his lung he •had returned ~o Rockford on..:='~r~~''~,+December 3s 1957• ~ ~. ~;~

~• '~y
..DIY: •/:`n 

F:..'n~ 
_.~~:~'~ •?•,~'i'!. ~'•

~~' ~ ~.Y.'t •Ti L l~ty '
{'~:yl
' •'iC-t• ~.~ .. ~'~"~'
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1~xs : ~f:~:~Eia . TES;.~~- =, ~?? Leiter Croy s, wry ~ ~'~ ~a ~ ~°~--
te r •f. awed ~on ~ De cemaer $, 1 : ~, ~~; ~~. s r.LLOTT and ~s~rl vri. ' , ..
she _.:eted th~.t tier son,.. .-:~~ -'_':~~=r_, h~~ been in :?oc~~'~r.~l~;
.Illi :►i s, on the A ~rer_~n:-= ==~ _# ='~~r=== ~., 1957• She advised .
trot a pr• hu.,bztid, :_.--_, _,_:~. .~ .a4 ~~: .~c~~'ord~ and .~ictced 'up_
their Qon at ~niar~:::_.__:~~~~z W; ++~ ~. ~. -..`: ~venin~ ,after .he; .~J:~ih.
n~ d ^o lled co].le ct ~ ~ ~: ~~c~ut 1:1~ ~:. ~ . :. =dui:: e tnern the t hs wE

i n ::<:.~:~~ford and tr~s r~ad~ tQ cone ~~c~~-. _ ~ ::mated ~h~t JGIut
had t;~.~:cmpted to enlist in the Ai.r ~<:::~t :~~~ ._-_ `:per.. ^effected
bece~! ~- of a spot on hi.~ lung. .~b~ _ - "- - = -- .yt'_ ~ ~: ~ ,_.e .l~~c~
disct~: .ed ti~ith her h~~~::ah:] tY~e ~C~~i:~~:. _: ~- -._~~ ; ;~~~=~~ion g~
t.0 ~i}~.c , T' 3Oh~ ~ W~.yT!:'Ai'yG~:c w 'i1"i. -Glf~ Xii.~~. '• - -':~ .•_:_.... _' .mo t.: =`~~~1'.~r

tt~ ~rl't ~ 1''19@ ~ ~~.~.tC' t !~. 4a~ _~i, ~ ~::~ J M % ~i~ f. ~ :_:. :. . ~` .:. _. ; = ,t~: 8Z1~.
the ~,~:_criptsc;r~ a~' ~r~r ~~~~~~~~>~ ~Yy~:r ~::~.:.. ._.~ :>: _ .~~ri: ~„~:
she r,~~-ispaperw.
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or~the un}~own aub~ect and was 
further suspected becauso

of his eagerness to~asslst in t
he search for the missing

~C:

girl on tho night of Dcaember 
3, 1957. SA D~V~ID L. BURTON

'~~' assisted in this interview.

Ths recorded reactions on t
ho polygraph charts

did not reflect evidence of ~
ui11;y knowlod~e or implica

tion

by TESTIER i.n this matter. It is believed that h
a was a

proper subject for such a test
 and would have reacted

significantly iP he had Ueen 
involved.

ADMINIST1tATIVE .. ~ ~~

RE -SUSPECT JOHN SAMUEL T~SSIER, 
~ ~. ~~'`'

aka. John Samuel_Cherry 
.. ~ ~ . ~ ~ : " .. _

tir. DA~Z SCHAEFER, general mztn~ag
er~, Syoainor.e-O le

Telephone Company, Sycamoro, 
Illinois, on llecember 9, 1

9 7,

in.~ormed SA DAVID L. BURTOTl th
at his company reoord3 

ra;'ltc ;~;►.3

a collect call way placod on 
telephone number 2- 297,

Rockford, Illinois, on 7ecomb
er 3, 1957, to neunt~ei• 3257,

Sycamore,~Illinois, at approxi
ni~toly 6:57 p.m. on tha

t

date. This latter number is listed t
o one i~ALl't1 i:. T£~:~~lu_:

and according to his records, 
the call eras made by ono

 ~T"i~i

S. ̀ rASSIER. P1r. SCHAEFEi~ was of the opi
nion that the

spelling of the name TASSILR w
as merel3* a 9pellii~, 

error

on the part of the operator who 
handled the call. He also

st~tod that this call lasted un
til 6:59 p.m. and th

at it

was accepted by the Ti,3SIER famil
y in Sycamore.

-LEADS ~ 
.

C wi 1 com~.~ ~er_..aizd~_report inve
stigation condo;+~:~d

re t addi~~ona~ susp~- ~E C 
-

Rep its of SA SOL E. DE 
icago dated 12/11/ 7

acid 12/17/5 7 3 ~ .

Report of SA RAYMOND A. DRISC
OLL at ~ Chicago dated 

12/13/, i ,
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Department
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October 28'".1997 ~ dry
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• On, December 3'~. of 1957 8 year old Maria Ridulph was abducted from the comer of

Archie Ptaoe and Center Cross in Sycamore. She was playing at that loca~on with another

child of the same age. Both families lived just uF the street on Arohie place. As nighttime
approached the iwo girls were confronted by an unknown subject who apparently walked
up to them from south of their location on Center Cross street The subject introduced
himself as Johnpy and told the girls he was not married. He offered too give the girls piggy

bade rides. Maria' fiend declined but Maria accepted. This subject gave Maria a piggy
back ride up the driveway at that loca~on and returned. We asked the girls ff they had any

do8ies and Maria ran home to get one leaving the subJect with Maria's friend. Maria' s
friend asked the subject what tlme it was and then Maria returned. The subject
commented oct the dolt and then gave Maria another piggy back ride up the driveway.
Maria's friend said she was cold and excused herself to run home to get her mittens.
When she returned, Maria and the subject were gone. The doq was later found behind a

garage near the area.

An extensive search effort and investigation resulted once i# was clear that Maria had been

abducted. Local po6oe questioned Maria's friend and rafted in fhe FBI. Months went by as

Federal authorities cflnducted a thorough investigation of k~oHm offenders and any other

subjects who were potentlai suspects. In Apra of 1958.Maria's body was found in a remote

waded area just off of Rt. 20 east of Galena, IL. This crime scene did not provide any

worthwhile dues to the crime. Federal authorities ended their involvement in the case

since they no longer had jurisdiatihon. The iq'ulois Stafe Police then Took aver the case.

Investigators ran dovm leads and interviewed hundreds of~individuals in connection with

.this case. over the years bit were never able to bring charges against anyone for the
. ~ ~ crime: ~ -

_ This case first came to my attentlon in 9982 when an individual presented a name of a

• possible suspect. At thaC time (attempted to locate departmental reports concerning the

status Qf the irnestiga6on but found I'~tle official documenfatio~. a former officer, Don

Ehrler provided substantial infoFination. The FBI was very helpful in providing reports that

needed to be reproduced from micro film. 'They provided over 1000 pages of

-documentation and lists of names of individuals who were investigated. I then entered the

-basic fads of the rasa into the fBi's violent offender data base. This program is intended

to link solved and unsolved crimes throughout the country by the fact patterns known to

authorities, however, no linkages could be established at the time.

I

PEOPLE'S EXHIBIT #

MoTiflN ~N uMiN~
eli~~ ~;J t~S s~' ~r

~~
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The individual who was originally named by an investigative source as possibly involved in
the crime was irnestigated by me but i was unable to fink him to the crime.

s the years went by other individuals would call the department and suggest the name of
others who may have been involved for vne reason or another. In some cases individuals
were alleged child molesters, abusive individuals, convicts, alleged organ'¢ed crime
members, petty criminals, or just estranged exfiusbands in whom individuals were
seeking retribution. It was useful to have a list of those individuals who. were previously
investgated so that these names could be dscarded or previously accomplished
investigative work could be avoided. Much additional information concem(ng the case has

• also been uncovered as community members recalled the incident and phoned the
department with pieces of information that could be linked to the volumes of unrelated
facts already at our disposal.

In the spring of last year I received a call from the FBi Academy at Quantico vrginia An
' agent informed me that the Ridulph case had bay linked to a Pennsylvania Murder case

that occurred in 1951. The facts of the Ridu(ph case closely matched those' of a 1951
murder investigated by a TrooRer Malcom Murphy of the Pennsylvania State Police.
Apparenty Murphy had been assigned to the cold case squad in the late 1 ~80's and came
aaoss the strangulation murder involving an 8 year old girl, Jane Marie Althoff who had
been abducted from a carnival in Eastern Pennsylvania..An unknown subject tempted the
victim away from a carnival ride and strangled and sexually assaulted her. She was found

. a short time later Many of the carnival woiicers were questioned Ewt pleased soon after
because of a lade of evidence b~ hold them. The case remained unsdved unt~'I Murphy

.. ~ discave~ it as pait of his case load. Murphy came across the list~of these individuals and
ran a routine inqu'uy on them. ~Ne discovered that ene of the cam'nral workers, Redmond,

- had an extensive a~inal histpry involving sexual abuse and assault. He was able tp-track
this individual thro~gho~t the country b~ause of a former law which required convicted
felons to-register with Ictcal authorities. and provide~them with finger prints. A finger print
from the truck in which the victim was found was a match to Wiliam Henry Redmond, clot
1122/22 a transient laborer who was employed as a Ferris ~rheel operator at the lime of the
murder.

Redmond was first incarcerated 1n 7935 at the boys industrial school In Lancaster 4hlo for
burglary, then, and assault on a gib. In 7938 he-was again arrested and incar~ce~ated In
the Oh(o state Reformatory for assault with intent to nape. Both of these cases invoWed an
assauR bn a pre-teenage.gi~l. His method was to champ the girt into trusting him and then
lead her away to a secluded area. He would then strike them aril choke them into
unconsciousness before~trying to rape them. In the case that first sent him to prison, he
concealed the body In a culye~t, thinking that fie killed the girl, however, she survived and
subsequentiyr identified lion. This fact pattern matches the conclusions of the 1958
authorities co~roeming what happened to Marla

Murphy was able bo secure an indictrnent against him for the Pennsylvania munler ~ 1988
and aRested him at this home In Grand Island Nebraska where he had lived since leaving
Califom'ra in early 1957. Redmond reportedly confessed.ta the murder but the confess9on
was challenged by his defense a~omey and Trooper Murphy was held in contempt of court
during pre-#riot motions for refusing to revea{ the name an informant During his time In jail

he reportedly made comments about being involved in one other child abduction case the
authorties were unaware ~ of, this could have been the Ridulph case •but ultimately
Redmond was not fled far the 1951 Murder and was allowed to return to Grand Island
where he died in January of 1992.
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Through hls investigative efforts and contact wifh Redmond, Trooper Murphy got to know
the man quite well. As the facts of the Ridulah case were relayed to Mu~nhv he became

~onnny ny nnaria~s. tt year as playmate; ne always wore a nat of the type descnned dy
Maria's playmate and he was fond of longshoreman type sweaters. He had the motive,
sexual gratifca6on. He had the opportunity, being a truck dr'Ner working in the area. He
had the deslr~e, in evidence from his previous known behavior. it should also be noted thaf
U.S. 20, where Maria's body was found, would have been a common route from our area
to the area of Grartd Island Nebraska at that time, Rt 20 heads west through Nebraska to
just north of Grand Island.

Redmond is, far and away, the best suspect as yet named in this case. These and other
facts create a level of certa(nty that he is~responsible for the abduction which is greater
than mere suspidon. Unfortunately, however, Redmond died in 1992 and refused to
declare hls responsbiGty for the 1951 case for which he was arrested even though he
knew he was dying.

December 3i°, 1997 marks the 40'" anniversary of this case which has had a great impact
on our community. We will never know f~ certain if Redmond was responsible for the
crime but. they again, the law only requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt that anyone
is .responsible for a particular crime they may be convicted of. We should keep in mind
that no communily~ is immune to this kind of tragedy. These kinds of predators exist, even
though our ability to identify them and prevent this type of crime has greatly Improved. The
famUy of Mafia• tias suffered greatly and we can only hope that a reminder o~ what can
happen .to our ch~ldr+en w]q some h6w help tp prevent a similar occurrence.. 'The police
departrnent is committed ra maintain)og a high (eyel of uniformed visibility in the hope that
this will deter these and other criminal predators. ~ -

Patricic..f. Solar

Ireutenant
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M33566 - MCCULLOUGH, JACK D.
Pants lnstltutlon: PONTWC CARRECTIONAL CENTER
O1dnd~r SfaWs: IN CUSTODY
Loeatlon: PONTIAC

Sex Offender Registry Required

PHYSICAL PROFILE
Dab o(Birth: 11/27/1939
VWlght 19816a
Hair. Gray or Partially Grey
Sex: Male
Height 5 ft. 17 In.
Rae : White
Eyes: Blue

MARKS, SCARS, ~ TATTOOS
SCAR, CHEST •HEART SURGERY
SCAR,ABDOMEN-APPENDECTOMY

ADMISSION /RELEASE /DISCHARGE INFO
Admission Dab: 12/17/2012
ProJ~cbd Paral~ Dab: 0 212 8/2 0 2 2
ProJ~obd Dl~eharg~ Dab: 3 YRS TO LIFE -TO BE DETERMINED

SENTENCING INFORMATION
~MITTIMUS: 11CF454

'CLASS: ~ M

q COUNT: 1 a

OFFENSE: sMURDER/INTENTTOKIWINJURE

i CUSTODY DATE: ~a 06/21@011

COUNTY: aDEKALB

SENTENCE DISCHARGED?~NO

The information matle a~aila6le nn Ihis database service is forihe general public
and law entorcemeN to pmmole the interest of public Safely. The best eflod has
been made to ensire that information publi~ed is true and complete, however

the information can quicldy change. Accordingly, bafore mating any a~mption
that said information is factual and complete, please end written corre:pondenre
to the Illinois Department of C~rtecti~n~ Public inFormatinn 6fflce, 1301
Concordia Court. P.U. Box 19277, Springfield, IL 62794-9'277. i'leusa ~e the
Illinois Deoartrnent of Cortedions full diszlaimer oaae for important information.

ennduet another search
return to the IfJOC homepage

Illinois Department of Corradians
1301 Concordia Court. PO Box 19277

SpringFleld, Illinois, 62794-9277
217-558-2200 ~ 800-548-0844 TDD
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